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Appendix C: Site Photographs
Photographs 1 and 2: Tarmac areas in east sector of Area 2
Photographs 3 and 4: Made Ground ramp at southern end of concrete area in Area 2
Photo 5: Concrete structures at north of raised platform area

Photo 6: Tarmac and treeline in centre of Area 2
Photo 7: Tarmac and treeline in centre of Area 2

Photo 8: Concrete area in east of Area 2
Photo 9: Tarmac areas in east sector of Area 2

Photo 10: Concrete area in east of Area 2
Photo 11: Concrete and drainage in north east of Area 2

Photo 12: Tarmac in south east sector of Area 2
Photographs 13 and 14: Derelict toilet block in south east of caravan site area
Photo 15: Derelict toilet block in south east of caravan site area

Photo 16: Caravan site area
Photo 17: Caravan site area

Photo 18: Caravan site area
Photo 19: Trees and vegetation around caravan site

Photo 20: Electricity supplies within caravan site
Photo 21: Waste burning area in north east of caravan site

Photo 22: Trees and vegetation around caravan site
Photo 23: Trees and vegetation around caravan site

Photo 24: Sceptic tank to west of residential property in caravan site